SRINIVASA RAO BELLAMKONDA.

Born and brought-up in a small village, Graduated from NIT, Trichy in year 2000 and got placed in MNC through campus hiring, worked for about 3 years in India and then he was moved to abroad per employer’ request, handled more than a dozen large-scale projects (worth in millions of $'s) while in abroad for 10 continuous years. He played key roles in MNC's and known for his positivity and dynamic leadership towards organizational growth and empowering employees for greater success. His style of management in simple words are "Take Care of Your Employees and They Will Take Care of You".

He is an innovative software engineer with management background by profession but a farmer at heart. His passion for agriculture made him to spend at least 20% of his personal time for researching on agriculture and related activities for building better farming communities & agricultural practices.

He believes technology innovation can transform agriculture sector for a sustainable economic growth – Real Milk is one such product that uses cutting edge technologies to solve most intricate dairy industry problems.

Now he is heading AcknoTech Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. as a CEO.